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Boogie Board
Best-selling clean writing technology solutions brand, Boogie Board,
announced the launch of its newest addition to their Versa line of
products, the VersaNotes, which uses never-before-seen adaptive clean
writing technology.
Family and Lifestyle, Home Office Hardware and Accessories, Education,
Sustainability, Wellness Technologies
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Damon
Damon officially unveiled the HyperFighter on January 5 at 11 a.m. PT.
Following its unveiling, the HyperFighter was available for viewing
throughout the CES conference -- and to journalists at ShowStoppers.
Damon’s HyperSport Simulator lets users experience all that the
HyperSport has to offer, including CoPilotT advanced warning system;
ShiftT, which transforms the ride.
Startups, Vehicle Tech, Sustainability, Energy/Power
Lookbook Entry
Get the press kit

Y-Brush
Y-Brush is an international brand in oral care with a flagship product
made in France: a toothbrush effective in 10 seconds that brushes all
your teeth automatically at once instead of brushing them one by one.
And 25% more effective than a standard (manual or electric) toothbrush.
For CES 2022, we unveiled a new automated toothbrush concept, with
breakthrough design and features, significantly more efficient than our
current version and much more compared to a standard toothbrush, with
many features (tracking, user recognition, etc).
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Accessories, Digital Health, Entertainment and Content, Family and
Lifestyle, Fitness and Wearables, High-Tech Retailing/E-Commerce,
Home Entertainment Hardware, Home Office Hardware and Accessories,
Startups, Wellness Technologies

GAF Energy
GAF Energy, a Standard Industries company and a leading provider of
solar roofing in North America, announced the launch of Timberline
Solar™, the only roof system to truly integrate solar technology into
traditional roofing processes and materials. This new system
incorporates the world’s first nailable solar shingle, the Timberline Solar
Energy Shingle™ (ES), which, as part of an easy-to-install and highperformance roofing system, has the potential to drive a seismic shift in
residential clean energy adoption.
The Timberline Solar™ system is durable, cost-effective and created for
the modern, design-minded homeowner. As part of Timberline Solar, the
system’s Energy Shingles boast an industry-defying depth of less than a
quarter in ch to create a sleek and attractive look, setting it in a class of
its own.
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Energy/Power, Family and Lifestyle, Smart Cities and Resilience, Smart
Home and Appliances, Sourcing and Manufacturing, Sustainability

Homey
Homey unveiled two new U.S. smart home products - Homey Bridge, a
universal smart home hub, and Homey App. Unlike the Big Tech giants,
Homey is built privacy-first. It doesn’t listen in or sell any customer data,
nor does it use personal information to create user profiles or targeted
advertisements.
Smart Home and Appliances,Energy/Power, Family and Lifestyle, Home
Entertainment Hardware, IoT/Sensors

Lookbook Entry
Get the press kit

Obvus
As the world transitions to a hybrid work environment, the way we work
becomes more important than ever. Poor work ergonomics lead to sore
necks, tight backs, headaches, and more. obVus Solutions’ suite of
award-winning well-tech apps, devices and health coaching services
empower well-being and support working well everywhere and anywhere.
Digital Health, Family and Lifestyle, Fitness and Wearables, Home Office
Hardware and Accessories, Wellness Technologies
Lookbook Entry
Get the press kit
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